Abstract. High power chip-on-board light emitting diode (HPCOBLED) is a promising solid state light technology for a variety of lighting applications. In this paper, we study temperature effect on luminous flux of HPCOBLED using VMI-PR-001 system of Vietnam Metrology Institute. The results show that when the case temperature \( T_c \) increases, luminous flux decreases. In particular, when HPCOBLED is of high power, the decrease of luminous flux is larger. An explanation for this result is consumed power on the LED. We proposed HPCOBLED model modified from Hodapp's model using temperature gradient between p-n junction of device and heat radiator for description of the temperature effect on luminous flux of HPCOBLED. The calculation results for the modified HPCOBLED model match with those experimental values measured by the luminous flux measurement system (VMI-PR-001, Vietnam).
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I. INTRODUCTION

High power chip-on-board light emitting diode (HPCOBLED) is a big potential candidate for solid state lighting technology in a variety of applications, including indoor and decorative lighting, street lamps, and automotive lighting [1-5]. HPCOBLED presents several advantages over conventional lighting technologies such as follows: (i) long operation lifetime, (ii) low energy consumption, and (iii) environmental protection.

However, the actual efficiency and performance of HPCOBLED are highly depended on their operating temperature, which is an important issue due to possible overheating, even under normal operating conditions. In addition, the most critical thermal effects on HPCOBLED are reduction in operation lifetime, shifts of the emitted wavelength, and lower operational efficiency [6-9].

In this paper we present the research results of the temperature influence on the luminous flux of HPCOBLED, which is searched by evaluating the temperature dependence of the luminous flux of four different power HPCOBLEDs. The relationship between the case temperature and the luminous flux of the HPCOBLED is described by modified high-power LED model based on...
thermal transportation with different thermal resistances from p-n junction to case of solid-state lighting device. The calculation result using modified HPCOBLED is very well matched with experiment.

II. EXPERIMENTS

II.1. Experiment setup

In our study, we used HPCOBLEDs of models NSCWL036A-5 W, NSBWL066A-10 W, NSBWL121A-20 W and NSCWJ216A-35 W produced by Nichia, Japan [10]. The HPCOBLED were measured at the case temperatures, $T_c$, from 25°C to 100°C. The HPCOBLED was mounted on a thermoelectric cooler (TEC mount 284) to keep the HPCOBLED operation temperature stable as shown in Fig. 1a.

The luminous flux was measured by the VMI-PR-001 system of Vietnam Metrology Institute (see Fig. 1b)

Temperature distribution of HPCOBLEDs at different temperatures was recorded by infrared (IR) camera (Ti32-12020008, Flux-USA).

![Fig. 1. (a) HPCOBLED mounted on a thermoelectric cooler (TEC), and (b) VMI-PR-001 system for luminous flux investigation](image)

II.2. Modified HPCOBLED model

Fig. 2 presents a simple thermal transportation model for HPCOBLED. As seen from figure 2 the heat generated by HPCOBLED in operation has released from the heat generation place in HPCOBLED (commonly at p-n junction of the device) directly to the case and to ambient. This model is acceptable if the thermal transportation from the HPCOBLED to ambient by convection and radiation are neglected [8, 12].

It is noticed here that: $T_j$ is the junction temperature of HPCOBLED, $T_c$ is the case temperature of HPCOBLED, $T_a$ is the ambient temperature, $R_{j-c}$ is the thermal resistance from junction to case of HPCOBLED, $R_{c-a}$ is thermal resistance between the case and ambient. In addition, $T_j > T_c > T_a$.

Assumptions of the HPCOBLED model are followings:
i) Heat conduction process occurs only in one direction, which is perpendicular to the substrate surface (thermal convection and radiation are neglected).

ii) HPCOBLED is composed of multiple discrete LEDs and characterized by a high power LED.

iii) Elimination of the thermal interaction between the discrete LEDs.

iv) \( 25^\circ C \leq T_c \leq T_{c_{\text{max}}} \).

v) \( P(T_c = 25^\circ C) \) is keeping constantly as referent consumption power.

vi) \( T_c = T_j - R_{th_{j-a}} \cdot P \).

---
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#### II.2 Modified HPCOBLED model

Figure 2 presents a simple thermal transportation model for HPCOBLED. As seen from figure 2 the heat generated by HPCOBLED in operation has released from the heat generation place in HPCOBLED (commonly at p-n junction of the device) directly to the case and to ambient. This model is acceptable if the thermal transportation from the HPCOBLED to ambient by convection and radiation are neglected [8, 12].

The propose HPCOBLED model is modified from Hodapp’s model [11] to take into account the case of the formation of the temperature gradient in the perpendicular direction to the substrate surface. Temperature gradient (\( \Delta T \)) of HPCOBLED caused by different thermal resistances from p-n junction of device to ambient characterizes the decrease in power when temperature rises. Therefore, the temperature gradient of HPCOBLED can be expressed in the following equation:

\[
\Delta T = R_c - a \cdot \Delta P
\]

where \( \Delta P = P(T_c = 25^\circ C) - P(T_c) \) is difference of consumption powers at real and referent powers of HPCOBLED, measured by U.I; \( P(T_c = 25^\circ C) \) and \( P(T_c) \) are the consumption powers at \( T_c = 25^\circ C \) and at temperature \( T_c \), respectively.

The luminous flux of HPCOBLED as a function of \( T_c \) temperature is represented as follows:

\[
\Phi_v(T) = \Phi_v(T = 25^\circ C)e^{(T + \Delta T - 25^\circ C)}
\]

---

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 shows the luminous flux of HPCOBLEDs at different case temperatures, which experimentally measured by VM1-PR-001 system. In general, the luminous flux of HPCOBLEDs reduces as temperature increases for all kind of devices. From Fig. 3 we can see that slope of the reduction of luminous flux depends on operation power of the devices. The slope of reduction of luminous flux would be increased when the consumption power is higher. Experiment shows that when case temperature \( T_c \) increases, the voltage on the HPCOBLED decreases while the current \( I_f \) is constant. Therefore, consumed power is reduced when increasing the case temperature, and then, the luminous flux is reduced.
Fig. 3. Graph of the luminous flux of HPCOBLEDs at different case temperatures: a) 5 W, b) 10 W, c) 20 W and d) 35 W

Fig. 4 shows the temperature distribution at $T_c = 55^\circ$C for HPCOBLEDs with different consumption powers, which is recorded by infrared camera. We can see that, temperature distribution of HPCOBLED is quite different and it strongly depends on the consumption power of devices. For 35W-HPCOBLED the case temperature can reach up to 117$^\circ$C while for 5W-device this one is only of 80$^\circ$C.

Fig. 4. Image of temperature distribution of HPCOBLEDs at $T_c = 55^\circ$C a) 5 W, b) 10 W, c) 20 W and d) 35 W
The measured temperatures of different consumption power HPCOBLEDs are presented in the Table 1. The temperature difference $\Delta T$ of devices increased with increase of consumption power (from 22.4°C for 5 W to 69.5°C for 35 W), the temperature gradient of the device would be larger with higher consumption power.

**Table 1.** Temperature difference of HPCOBLED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_c$ (°C)</th>
<th>HPCOBLED, P(W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tmax (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>110.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high temperature gradient impedes heat conduction from the p-n junction into the environment, that is a cause of increase of junction temperature $T_j$ and decrease of consumption power of devices. This phenomenon leads to power difference ($\Delta P$) between power at referent temperature $T_c = 25$°C and at real case temperature $T_c$ of devices with high consumption power. Figure 5 shows the experimental data of power difference increase ($\Delta P$) at the increasing temperature $T_c$ from 25°C to 100°C for HPCOBLED with consumption power in the range of 5-35 W. At high power of 35 W the decrease of consumption power is significant.

**Fig. 5.** Dependence of the power difference ($\Delta P$) on case temperature for HPCOBLED with different consumption powers: (a) 5 W, (b) 10 W, (c) 20 W and (d) 35 W
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of luminous flux on the case temperature of solid-state lighting devices obtained in experiments and by calculation using modified HPCOBLED model.

It can be seen that the luminous flux calculated by the modified HPCOBLED model almost coincides with the experimental data. This result proves that the proposed HPCOBLED model is a good description for the luminous flux decrease in the solid-state lighting devices with high consumption power.

IV. CONCLUSION

We study the dependence of the luminous flux irradiated from HPCOBLED on the case temperature $T_c$, which is easily measured and controlled in experiment. When temperature $T_c$ increases, luminous flux decreases. Particularly, when HPCOBLED is of higher power, the decrease of luminous flux is larger. The reason of this phenomenon can be explained by decrease
of consumed power of HPCOBLED caused by high temperature gradient from p-n junction to ambient.

The proposed model of HPCOBLED modified from using different Hodapp’s model thermal resistance of lighting device, heating radiator and around environment is good description of luminous flux decrease at high power operation. Therefore, the propose model can be used for testing emission characteristics of HPCOBLED at different case temperatures.
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